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Abstract

Piezoelectric RL (resistive-inductive) shunts are passive resonant devices used for damping of dom-

inant vibration modes of a flexible structure and their efficiency relies on the precise calibration

of the shunt components. In the present paper improved calibration accuracy is attained by an

extension of the local piezoelectric transducer displacement by two additional terms, representing

the flexibility and inertia contributions from the residual vibration modes not directly addressed

by the shunt damping. This results in an augmented dynamic model for the targeted resonant

vibration mode, in which the residual contributions, represented by two correction factors, modify

both the apparent transducer capacitance and the shunt circuit impedance. Explicit expressions

for the correction of the shunt circuit inductance and resistance are presented in a form that is

generally applicable to calibration formulae derived on the basis of an assumed single-mode struc-

ture, where modal interaction has been neglected. A design procedure is devised and subsequently

verified by a numerical example, which demonstrates that effective mitigation can be obtained for

an arbitrary vibration mode when the residual mode correction is included in the calibration of

the RL shunt.

Keywords: RL shunt circuit, Piezoelectric damping, Structural dynamics, Shunt calibration,

Residual mode correction

1. Introduction

Piezoelectric transducers are installed to increase the attainable level of damping in many

different types of engineering structures, thereby improving the overall vibration response prop-

erties. Because of their electromechanical coupling, piezoelectric transducers may be employed

as sensor/actuator pairs in active feedback vibration control [1] as well as passively by shunting

with supplemental electronic circuits [2]. The concept of resonant piezoelectric RL shunt damping

was originally proposed by Forward [3], while current research commonly refers to the work by
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Hagood and von Flotow [4] concerning the series RL circuit and Wu [5] for the corresponding

parallel configuration.

The efficiency of resonant RL shunt damping depends primarily on the precise synchroniza-

tion of the electric circuit frequency, governed by the inductor L, with the resonance frequency of

the structure, while the corresponding damping component, represented by the resistor R, must

dissipate sufficient energy, [6]. The tuning of resonant dampers dates back to the analysis of the

mechanical tuned mass damper [7], for which the classic frequency response calibration based on

identical amplitudes at two neutral frequencies implies equal damping of the two modes associated

with the targeted vibration form, [8]. As demonstrated in [4] this desirable equivalence between

the neutral point principle and equal modal damping is lost for piezoelectric RL shunt damping,

whereby the robustness of having identical damping in the targeted modes is not obtained when

tuning the shunt circuit components with respect to minimum vibration amplitudes. Thus, the

development of specific calibration strategies for L and R based on different objectives and opti-

mality criteria has been - and still is - an active field of research, for example concerning damping

of multiple vibration modes [9], shunt circuits with supplemental capacitance [10], tuning with

respect to different types of motion [11], design by mechanical analogies [12] and calibration based

on the H∞-norm of the response amplitude [13]. Furthermore, a balanced calibration principle in

[14] determines the inductance L based on the equal damping property like for the tuned mass

damper [8], while the resistance R is subsequently chosen to secure a flat plateau of the dynamic

amplification curve around the resonance frequency. As demonstrated by a numerical example

in Section 5 this balanced principle constitutes an appropriate compromise between large modal

damping and effective response reduction.

Piezoelectric transducers are commonly placed locally on a flexible structure, thereby activat-

ing residual modes not specifically addressed by the shunt circuit damping. This energy spill-over

naturally alters the closed-loop dynamics of the structure, as discussed in [15], whereby the perfor-

mance deteriorates when using calibration principles based on an assumed single-mode response

without any modal interaction. The influence of residual modes can to some extent be accounted

for by including the quasi-static flexibility from the modes with higher frequency, as demonstrated

in [16, 17]. In dynamic analysis of discretized structures reduced order models can be obtained

by a quasi-static representation of the high-frequency modes by subtracting the flexibility of the

dynamic modes from the inverse of the stiffness matrix, [18]. This type of quasi-static representa-

tion of the residual mode contributions has been adopted for calibration of the mechanical tuned

mass damper in [19] and subsequently for piezoelectric RL shunt damping in [20]. In both cases

explicit calibration formulae have been derived and the accuracy has been verified by numerical

examples concerning the damping of the lowest vibration form, thus with energy spill-over arising

only from modes with frequencies above the targeted resonance.
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However, in vibration problems commonly addressed by piezoelectric RL shunts the largest

energy content can occur in intermediate vibration modes, as for example in the case of acoustic

vibrations of membranes [3] and plates [15, 21]. In the corresponding calibration procedures a more

refined residual mode correction may be needed, compensating for non-resonant modes both below

and above the targeted resonance. Recently, a consistent correction format has been proposed by

Krenk and Høgsberg [22], where both flexibility and inertia contributions from the non-resonant

modes have been represented, thereby extending the quasi-static representation in [19, 20]. It is

demonstrated in [22] that the inertia correction is of importance for damping of intermediate modes

by tuned mass dampers, acting on the absolute motion of the structure, whereas for inerter-based

devices attached between two points in the structure the residual mode flexibility constitutes the

most important correction.

In the present paper the consistent residual mode correction with both flexibility and inertia

contributions is developed in the context of RL shunt damping. It is demonstrated that general

expressions for the correction of the shunt circuit inductor and resistor can be obtained in explicit

form, making the present approach generic and thus applicable to a large variety of calibration

formulae and principles derived on the basis of a simplified single-mode structure without the

modal interaction inherently present in dynamics of flexible structures. In reduced order models

the attainable damping is governed by the generalized electromechanical coupling coefficient, which

is a rather complex quantity as it comprises the specific characteristics of the transducer, its

location and placement on the structure and the structural modal properties, see [23]. Thus, it is

commonly estimated either numerically [24, 25] or experimentally [26] in terms of the two natural

frequencies of the structure associated with short and open circuit transducer electrodes. It is

demonstrated that the proposed residual mode corrections also secure equal modal damping when

the shunt calibration is based on this estimate instead of the exact coupling coefficient.

2. Structure with piezoelectric transducer

The purpose of mounting piezoelectric RL (resistive-inductive) shunts on a structure is to

increase the damping of a resonant vibration mode of the structure. This requires attention to

the location of the transducer on the structure as well as appropriate calibration of the transducer

based on the combined transducer-structure system. The governing equation of motion of the

vibrating structure can be written in discretized form as

(

− ω2M + K
)

u + wf = fe (1)

where M and K are the mass and stiffness matrix of the structure, while the complex-valued

harmonic response is represented with time factor exp(iωt) via the complex amplitudes u. The

corresponding external load components are contained in fe, while f represents the amplitude of
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Figure 1: Discretized beam with (a) shunted piezoelectric transducer and (b) moment pair f .

the force exerted by the piezoelectric transducer on the structure through the connectivity vector

w.

2.1. Connectivity

The attainable level of damping and the shunt circuit calibration depends very much on the

attachment and location of the piezoelectric transducer on the vibrating host structure. A typical

benchmark problem is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where a laminate type transducer is placed between

nodes 1 and 2 of a discretized cantilever beam. In this case the connectivity vector can be

formulated as w = [0, 1, 0,−1, 0, . . . ]T, with plus/minus unit entries associated with the two

rotational degrees of freedom of the finite beam element. When neglecting the small axial force

component, the transducer f represents the nodal bending moment couple shown in Fig. 1(b),

while the collocated transducer displacement

u = wTu (2)

represents the corresponding change in cross section rotation between the nodes of attachment.

Alternatively, the connectivity vector w may contain the transverse distance between the neutral

axes of beam and laminate transducer, instead of the unit values, in which case f represents

the axial transducer force, while u is the corresponding transducer elongation. In both cases the

generalized force f produces work through the corresponding generalized displacement u.

In structural control applications the piezoelectric transducer forces commonly act locally on

the vibrating structure, whereby the displacement u inherently contains contributions from mul-

tiple vibration modes, including modal spill-over from non-resonant vibration forms not targeted

by the shunt damping. This spill-over effect may lead to substantial detuning of the shunt circuit

components and consequently deterioration of the damping performance. In the present paper a

tuning principle is derived for resonant RL shunts, in which the simple calibration formulae for

resistance R and inductance L for an ideal single-mode structure are modified in explicit form

to consistently account for the interaction with the non-resonant residual vibration modes of the

structure.
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Figure 2: (a) Piezoelectric transducer connected to electronic shunt circuit and (b) equivalent mechanical model.

2.2. Electromechanical coupling

For piezoelectric transducers the supplemental force f in Eq. (1) is proportional to the voltage

V across the transducer electrodes, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). It can therefore be written as

f = θV (3)

where θ is the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the particular transducer configuration.

Because the force is proportional to voltage the stiffness matrix K in Eq. (1) governs the natural

frequencies of the structure associated with short-circuited transducer electrodes (V = 0).

For piezoelectric transducers the electromechanical coupling effect is represented by the balance

or sensor equation [27, 28]

Q = −θu+ CV (4)

where Q is the charge produced by the transducer, with contributions from the mechanical de-

formation (−θu) and from the capacitative effect (CV ) with capacitance C associated with con-

strained transducer boundaries (u = 0).

The electronic circuit representation of Eq. (4) is shown in Fig. 2(a), in which the current

source Ip = iωθu represents the electrical displacement produced by the harmonic transducer

motion u, with the electromechanical coupling coefficient θ uniquely defined by Eqs. (1)–(4). The

current source representation in Fig. 2(a) implies that the corresponding transducer capacitance

C is placed in parallel. This representation is effectively used in Section 3.2 to combine C with

the equivalent impedance of the mechanical flexibility from the residual vibration modes.

2.3. Shunt damping

As indicated in Fig. 1(a) the electric loading on the vibrating structure is produced by a shunt

circuit with frequency dependent impedance Z(ω), governing the relation

V = Z(ω)I = −iωZ(ω)Q (5)
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between voltage and charge, where I = −iωQ is the current in the transducer electrodes, as shown

in Fig. 2(a). Elimination of Q between Eqs. (4) and (5) gives a relation between voltage V and

displacement u, which is then substituted into Eq. (3) to obtain the equivalent force-displacement

relation

u =
(C

θ2
+

1

iωθ2Z(ω)

)

f (6)

This force-displacement relation with additive displacement contributions corresponds to an equiv-

alent Maxwell-type mechanical model, shown in Fig. 2(b), with equivalent spring stiffness θ2/C

and a viscous dashpot with frequency dependent viscous coefficient θ2Z(ω). Thus, for a pure

resistive shunt with constant impedance Z(ω) = R the dashpot represents a viscous damper,

whereby the mechanical model in Fig. 2(b) recovers a pure Maxwell element. However, if the

impedance represents a supplemental capacitance Z(ω) = 1/(iωC∗) the dashpot is transformed

into an elastic element and the mechanical model therefore appears as a spring with combined

stiffness θ2/(C +C∗). Finally, for an inductance with Z(ω) = iωL the dashpot in Fig. 2(b) repre-

sents inertia by a so-called inerter device with inertance θ2L, see [29, 30]. The mechanical analogy

in Fig. 2(b) demonstrates that placing electronic components in parallel in the shunt circuit corre-

sponds to an equivalent mechanical series connection because f and V represent mechanical and

electrical forcing, respectively.

3. Modal equations

The electronic components of a resonantRL shunt circuit are calibrated with respect to a single

dominant vibration mode of the structure, in the following identified by a subscript r. The mode

shape vector uj and the natural angular frequency ωj of the vibrating structure are determined

by the eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (1),

(

K − ω2

jM
)

uj = 0 (7)

The modal expansion with respect to the normalized mode shape vector uj/(w
Tuj) is

u =
∑

j

uj

wTuj

uj (8)

with modal amplitude uj . Substitution into Eq. (1) followed by pre-multiplication with the nor-

malized mode shape vector gives the scalar modal equation of motion

(−ω2mj + kj)uj + f = fj (9)

with modal mass mj , modal stiffness kj and modal load fj given as

mj =
uT

j Muj

(wTuj)2
, kj =

uT

j Kuj

(wTuj)2
, fj =

uT

j fe

wTuj

(10)

while the modal transducer force f appears explicitly in Eq. (9) because of the normalization of

the mode shape vectors in Eq. (8) to unity across the transducer connection.
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3.1. Residual flexibility and inertia

In Eq. (2) the displacement u contains contributions from both the targeted resonant vibration

form (j = r) and other residual, and thereby non-resonant, modes (j 6= r). As recently demon-

strated in [22] the influence of the interaction with the non-resonant modes can be represented by

the extended modal representation

u = ur −
( 1

k′r
− 1

k′′r

ω2

r

ω2

)

f (11)

where ur is the modal coordinate of the resonant mode, while the parenthesis contains a flexibility

and an inertia correction term due to contributions from the residual modes. Thus, the apparent

displacement of the resonant mode can be represented as

ur = u+ u′

r + u′′

r (12)

where the added displacement amplitudes u′

r and u′′

r from residual mode flexibility and inertia,

respectively, follow from Eq. (11) as

u′

r =
f

k′r
, u′′

r = −ω2

r

ω2

f

k′′r
(13)

Expressions for the modal correction parameters k′r and k′′r in (13) have been derived in [22]

by matching the approximate and the full frequency response representations as well as their

derivatives with respect to the squared frequency ω2 at the resonance frequency ωr.

The flexibility and inertia coefficients k′r and k′′r represent contributions from the non-resonant

modes. Following [22], the first step is to introduce a mass matrix Mr, in which the contribution

from the resonant mode has been removed,

Mr = M − (Mur)(Mur)
T

uT
r Mur

(14)

Using this mass matrix a frequency shifted form Kr of the stiffness matrix is then introduced as

Kr = K− ω2

rMr (15)

This matrix is regular, as the response to the resonant mode corresponds to the original static

response, while the response to the non-resonant modes has a non-singular frequency shift. Thus,

the matrix K−1
r can be found by straightforward inversion of Kr. The corresponding expressions

are conveniently written in the format

1

k′r
= wTK−1

r w − 1

kr
+

1

k′′r
(16)

and
1

k′′r
= (wTK−1

r KK−1

r w)− (wTK−1

r w) (17)
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The first formula (16) defines the background flexibility 1/k′r as the flexibility associated with the

modified stiffness matrix Kr with subtraction of the modal flexibility 1/kr and addition of the

equivalent inertia flexibility 1/k′′r . In Eq. (17) the equivalent background inertia flexibility 1/k′′r is

defined by combining the modified flexibility from K−1

r with that of a higher order matrix product

K−1
r KK−1

r . As demonstrated in [22] both flexibilities 1/k′r and 1/k′′r are non-negative.

A quasi-static representation containing only a flexibility correction is often used in connection

with truncated modal response analysis, and has been used in [20] for calibration of RL shunt

circuits for damping of the lowest vibration mode of a flexible structure. This representation can be

recovered from the expressions above by replacing the modified stiffness matrix Kr by the original

stiffness matrix K. Hereby the equivalent background inertia flexibility vanishes, 1/k′′r = 0, and

the expression of the background stiffness coefficient takes the simplified form

1

k0
= wTK−1

r w − 1

kr
(18)

used in [20]. Each modal frequency response curve is positive for frequencies below the corre-

sponding modal frequency and negative for frequencies above. Thus, the quasi-static background

correction (18) will lead to a misrepresentation of the contributions from modes with frequencies

below the resonant frequency ωr of the targeted mode. In contrast, the efficiency and robustness

of the two-term correction in Eq. (12) has been demonstrated in [22] for mechanical tuned mass

and inerter-based dampers.

3.2. Force and impedance relations

Now the two residual mode correction terms are combined with the electronic components

of the piezoelectric shunt damping system shown in Fig. 2(a) to derive a design method that

accounts for the non-resonant modes. The transducer displacement u in the force-displacement

relation (6) is now eliminated by substitution into the extended single-mode representation (11),

with additional flexibility and inertia correction terms,

(C

θ2
+

1

iωθ2Z(ω)
+

1

k′r
− 1

k′′r

ω2

r

ω2

)

f = ur (19)

As this representation is expressed in terms of flexibilities the residual mode and electrical terms

are additive. The equivalent mechanical model in Fig. 2(b) is therefore extended by simply placing

the background correction contributions in series, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The resulting dis-

placement across the absorber terminals is the modal displacement ur, which is decomposed into

its three contributions (12), where u represents the displacement associated with the first two terms

in Eq. (19), while u′

r is the displacement across the spring with stiffness k′r and correspondingly

u′′

r is the displacement across the inerter with inertance k′′r /ω
2

r .
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Figure 3: Equivalent (a) mechanical and (b) electronic model of piezoelectric shunt damping with additional

displacements from residual mode flexibility and inertia.

The equivalent extended electronic circuit model is shown in Fig. 3(b). The two residual mode

contributions correspond to a capacitance and an inductance

C′

r =
θ2

k′r
, L′′

r =
k′′r
ω2
rθ

2
(20)

placed in parallel with the actual electronic components in Fig. 2(a). For vanishing inertia cor-

rection (1/k′′r = 0) the corresponding inductance L′′

r → ∞, corresponding to a model with a

quasi-static background mode correction. If furthermore the flexibility correction is negligible

(1/k′r = 0), the residual mode capacitance C′

r = 0. This corresponds to blocking the current

through the respective branches in Fig. 3(b), thus reverting to the original shunt circuit model in

Fig. 2(a).

From the equivalent electronic model in Fig. 3(b) it follows directly that the two capacitances

C and C′

r placed in parallel can be merged to a single modified modal capacitance

Cr = C + C′

r = (1 + κ′

r)C (21)

introducing the correction factor

κ′

r =
C′

r

C
=

θ2

Ck′r
(22)

in which 1/k′r defined by Eq. (16) accounts for the quasi-static flexibility from the residual vibration

modes. Thus, for negligible residual mode flexibility (1/k′r = 0) the correction factor κ′

r = 0 and

the modal capacitance Cr in Eq. (21) consistently recovers the actual transducer capacitance C.

When introducing the modal capacitance Cr defined in Eq. (21) the modal flexibility relation

(19) reduces to
(Cr

θ2
+

1

iωθ2Z(ω)
− 1

ω2θ2L′′

r

)

f = ur (23)

The remaining inductance L′′

r in Fig. 3(b) is now absorbed by the shunt impedance Z(ω) to

constitute a representative modal impedance Zr(ω). Because Z(ω) and L′′

r are placed in parallel

9
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Figure 4: (a) Piezoelectric transducer with modified capacitance Cr connected to electronic shunt circuit with

modified impedance Zr(ω) and (b) equivalent mechanical model.

the modal impedance is defined via the reciprocal of the individual components,

1

Zr(ω)
=

1

Z(ω)
+

1

iωL′′

r

(24)

which determines the modal impedance as

Zr(ω) =
iωL′′

rZ(ω)

iωL′′

r + Z(ω)
(25)

This modal impedance function defines the corrected shunt circuit relation V = Zr(ω)I, which

takes into account the inertia correction from residual modes of the flexible structure. In the case

of a negligible inertia contribution from the residual vibration modes the inductance L′′

r → ∞
and the modal impedance Zr(ω) retains the original impedance function Z(ω) with the actual

resistance R and inductance L.

By the introduction of the modal capacitance Cr in Eq. (21) and the modal shunt circuit

impedance Zr(ω) in Eq. (25), the format of the original shunt circuit model in Fig. 2 is now

reestablished, as illustrated by the modal electronic model of the piezoelectric shunt damping

concept in Fig. 4(a). For the corresponding mechanical model in Fig. 4(b), with modal displace-

ment ur across the transducer, the modal stiffness and viscous coefficient are given as θ2/Cr and

θ2Zr(ω), respectively. Therefore, the modal force-displacement relation is similar to Eq. (6) and

when normalized to unit stiffness it can be written as

ur =
(

1 +
1

iωCrZr(ω)

) f

κrkr
(26)

with the modal electromechanical coupling coefficient κr defined as

κr =
θ2

Crkr
=

θ2

Ckr

1

1 + κ′

r

(27)

In the case of negligible residual mode flexibility (κ′

r = 0) this modal coupling coefficient recovers

the expression κr = θ2/(Ckr) for an ideal single-mode structure without any spill-over from

residual vibration forms.
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4. Calibration procedure

This section considers a procedure for calibrating series and parallel RL shunt circuit compo-

nents, explicitly compensating for the influence from residual vibration modes. As demonstrated

in Fig. 4 the quasi-static correction has been absorbed by the modal capacitance Cr in Eq. (21),

while the inertia correction, represented by the inductance L′′

r , is combined with Z(ω) to form the

modal impedance Zr(ω) in Eq. (25). With the purpose of accurate calibration of the resonant shunt

circuits an equivalent single-mode model is constructed, where modified shunt circuit components

Rr and Lr contain the residual mode correction coefficients κ′

r and κ′′

r . Because of this explicit

correction, any preferred design procedure or criteria, providing optimal values for the shunt cir-

cuit resistance and inductance, can in fact be corrected by the present approach, resulting in the

desired damping performance for transducers acting on flexible structures with significant modal

spill-over from non-resonant modes. The influence of the residual mode corrections is illustrated

by a numerical example in Section 5.

4.1. Series shunt circuit

Traditionally, the series RL shunt circuit is considered the primary configuration, as it was

originally proposed in [4]. For the series connection the shunt circuit impedance, representing the

relation in (5) between voltage V and current I, is given by the sum of the impedances from the

individual components,

Z(ω) = R+ iωL (28)

The corresponding modal impedance function Zr(ω) is obtained by substitution of Eq. (28) into

Eq. (25),

Zr(ω) =
iωL′′

r (R+ iωL)

iωL′′

r + (R+ iωL)
=

iωL′′

r

(

R2 + ω2L(L+ L′′

r )− iωRL′′

)

R2 + ω2(L+ L′′

r )
2

(29)

where the latter representation separates the real and the imaginary part. For vanishing inertia

correction L′′

r → ∞, whereby Zr(ω) recovers Z(ω) in Eq. (28). For finite values of L′′

r an approx-

imate additive format of Eq. (29) is obtained for calibration purposes by using that in series RL

shunt circuits the resistive term is much smaller than the corresponding inductive contribution, as

only a small phase shift of the shunt circuit resonance is required to obtain the desired resonant

attenuation. Thus, for all practical purposes R ≪ ωL around the resonant frequency ω ≃ ωr.

Hereby the two terms in Eq. (29) with R2 may be omitted for calibration purposes. With this

approximation the desired additive impedance format is then recovered,

Zr(ω) = Rr + iωLr (30)

with modal inductance Lr and resistance Rr defined as

Lr =
L

1 + L/L′′

r

, Rr =
R

(1 + L/L′′

r )
2

(31)
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Figure 5: Equivalent (a) electronic and (b) mechanical models of series RL shunt damping.

These modifications are similar to those obtained in [22] for the mechanical stiffness and damping

of tuned mass or inerter dampers.

Calibration expressions for shunt circuits are commonly presented in non-dimensional form by

normalization with the capacitance and resonance frequency. When normalized by Cr and ωr the

expressions in (31) can be written as

λr = LrCrω
2

r =
LCrω

2

r

1 + κ′′

rLCrω2
r

, ρr = RrCrωr =
RCrωr

(1 + κ′′

rLCrω2
r)

2
(32)

where λr and ρr represent the normalized inductance and resistance in the equivalent single-mode

model in Fig. 5, while

κ′′

r =
θ2

Crk′′r
= κr

kr
k′′r

(33)

represents the inertia correction from residual mode spill-over.

The influence from residual vibration modes is now represented by the modified parameters

Cr, Rr and Lr. Thus, available calibration formulae for the series shunt circuit components can be

applied for λr = LrCrω
2
r and ρr = RrCrωr, whereby inversion of the expressions in (32) provides

the corrected values for the actual inductance L and resistance R. The inversion of Eq. (32a) gives

the optimal shunt circuit inductance as

LCω2

r =
λr

(1 + κ′

r)(1− κ′′

rλr)
(34)

while the corresponding resistance is subsequently determined by Eq. (32b),

RCωr =
ρr

(1 + κ′

r)(1− κ′′

rλr)2
(35)

The optimal expressions for λr and ρr can now be derived for an ideal single-mode structure or

taken from any set of calibration expressions proposed in the vast literature concerning piezoelectric

RL shunt damping, see for example [4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Table 1 summarizes some of

the most basic design formulae for λr and ρr.
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Table 1: Single-mode calibration of series RL shunt.

λr ρr

Maximum damping [4]
1

(1 + κr)2

√

4κr

(1 + κr)3

Minimum amplitude [4]
1

1 + κr

√

2κr

(1 + κr)2

Balanced calibration [14]
1

(1 + κr)2

√

2κr

(1 + κr)3

By a pole placement principle the maximum damping is readily obtained at the bifurcation

point of the two complex poles of the targeted vibration form. Alternatively, the frequency response

amplitude can be minimized by leveling the vibration amplitudes at the two neutral points of the

frequency response curve, at which the amplitude is independent of the resistance, determined

subsequently by also leveling the amplitude at the resonance frequency. The maximum damp-

ing principle and the minimum amplitude approach based on neutral point calibration are both

proposed in [4] and summarized in Table 1. However, as also demonstrated in [4] the maximum

damping calibration yields an undesirable peak in the frequency amplitude due to constructive

interference between the two double-root modes, while the minimum amplitude calibration results

in reduced damping because of a detuning of the shunt circuit inductance.

As demonstrated in [14, 20] a balanced calibration principle constitutes a compromise between

large attainable damping and effective response reduction. The balanced calibration principle

was proposed for mechanical tuned mass dampers in [8]. It is based on equal damping of the two

modes associated with the resonant vibration form of the structure. The desired flat plateau in the

dynamic amplification curve is obtained at a damping level of a factor
√
2 below the bifurcation

value used in the maximum damping principle, thus avoiding the constructive modal interference

inherently associated with double-roots in the characteristic equation. For other resonant formats

considered in [31] the dynamic amplification curve obtained by the balanced calibration is not

ideally flat. But as equal modal damping is a robust optimality criterion, independent of the

particular loading scenario, a slight inclination in the response curves is often acceptable. The

balanced calibration principle has been applied for piezoelectric RL shunt damping in [14, 20],

without the present correction for residual mode flexibility and inertia.

The expressions in Table 1 show that the balanced calibration for the series RL shunt actually

combines the inductance calibration of the maximum damping approach obtained by a resistance

tuning that, for small values of κr, is practically identical to the result of the minimum amplitude

principle. Note, that the resistance ρr obtained by the balanced calibration is, as just explained,

a factor
√
2 smaller than the value from the maximum damping principle associated with the

bifurcation point of the complex poles.
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4.2. Parallel shunt circuit

In case of the parallel RL shunt circuit the impedance function is conveniently formulated in

terms of the inverse of the individual contributions,

1

Z(ω)
=

1

R
+

1

iωL
(36)

whereby the impedance function can be written as

Z(ω) =
iωLR

iωL+ R
(37)

Substitution into the expression (25) for the modal impedance function gives directly the desired

form similar to Eq. (37),

Zr(ω) =
iωLrR

iωLr +R
(38)

with the modal inductance Lr defined in Eq. (31). Because L and L′′

r are placed in parallel the

inertia correction is absorbed directly by Lr and the modal parallel RL shunt circuit in Fig. 6(a)

is therefore obtained without any approximations associated with small shunt circuit damping.

The optimal calibration formulae are derived for the non-dimensional inductance λr = LrCrω
2

r

and resistance ρr = RCrωr, where the actual resistance R appears explicitly because it is not

directly affected by the residual mode corrections. Table 2 presents the tuning expressions for

the non-dimensional components based on the principles of maximum damping [10] and minimum

vibration amplitude [5], and based on the balanced calibration with equal modal damping [14].

The actual shunt circuit inductance is then obtained by an expression identical to Eq. (34)

LCω2

r =
λr

(1 + κ′

r)(1− κ′′

rλr)
(39)

The calibration of the resistance R is only modified by the residual mode flexibility via the modal

capacitance Cr, whereby the corresponding resistance formula appears as

RCωr =
ρr

(1 + κ′

r)
(40)

(a)

(b)

Cr Rr Lr VIp

f fθ2/Cr θ2Rr θ2Lr

ur

Figure 6: Equivalent electronic models of parallel RL shunt damping.
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Table 2: Single-mode calibration of parallel RL shunt.

λr ρr

Maximum damping [10] 1

√

1

4κr

Minimum amplitude [5]
1

1− κr/2

√

1

2κr

Balanced calibration [14] 1

√

1

2κr

without any dependence on the modal inductance λr and the inertia correction κ′′

r . The parallel

network in Fig. 6(a) corresponds to the equivalent mechanical model in Fig. 6(b) with spring

(θ2/Cr), damper (θ2Rr) and inerter (θ2Lr) placed in series.

5. Numerical example

This example section illustrates the importance of including the residual mode flexibility and

inertia correction parameters κ′

r and κ′′

r in the calibration of the RL shunt circuit components. For

the cantilever in Fig. 1 the laminate transducer acts on the deformation (curvature) of the beam,

and as for the inerter-based absorber in [22] this implies that the residual mode correction is entirely

dominated by the flexibility factor κ′

r. Therefore, the vibrating structure is instead represented by

the two-dimensional beam in Fig. 7 with length ℓ, mass per unit length ρA and bending stiffness

EI. The beam has a simple (pinned) support preventing transverse displacements at the left

boundary at x = 0, while a piezoelectric stack-actuator with axial stiffness kp, electromechanical

coupling coefficient θ and capacitance C provides transverse support at the right end in x = ℓ.

This particular structure is chosen as illustration because its low-frequency modes are mainly

affected by the flexibility correction κ′

r, while the influence of the corresponding inertia correction

κ′′

r increases for higher modes with more pronounced motion locally at the transducer position.

The beam is modeled by Bernoulli elements using cubic Hermitian interpolation with transverse

displacement yi and cross section rotation ϕi as the two degrees of freedom of node i. The

corresponding mass matrix is of consistent type with element inertia distributed by the cubic

shape functions. Since the stack-transducer supports the transverse displacements at the right

4

x

ℓ

VZ

1 2 3 n− 1 n

Figure 7: Discretized beam with stack transducer at the right end.
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end of the beam the connectivity vector becomes

w = [0, . . . 0, 1, 0]T (41)

whereby the transducer displacement u = wTu = yn. The resulting stiffness matrix with short-

circuit transducer electrodes is of the form

K = K0 + kpwwT (42)

where K0 is the stiffness matrix of the beam without the transducer attached. A simply supported

beam with two pinned boundaries is recovered in the limit kp → ∞.

5.1. Modal properties

The mode shape vector uj and natural frequency ωj of the discretized beam structure with

short-circuit transducer conditions can be found by solving the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (7).

The solution of the underlying continuous beam problem is obtained by solving the corresponding

boundary value problem with an equivalent spring support at the right end. This leads to the

following expression for the mode shapes

ur(s) =
1

2

(

sin(βs)

sin(β)
+

sinh(βs)

sinh(β)

)

(43)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
1

µ1 = 527.4

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1

µ2 = 7.848

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1

µ3 = 0.656

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1
µ4 = 0.187

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1
µ5 = 0.153

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1
µ6 = 0.176

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1
µ7 = 0.199

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1
µ8 = 0.214

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

1
µ9 = 0.225

Figure 8: Modes 1 to 9 of structure (short-circuit electrodes) and µj = mj/(ρAℓ) representing relative modal mass.
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Table 3: Natural frequencies ωj/ωs normalized by ωs = (π/ℓ)2
√

EI/ρA.

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Discretized 0.9901 3.8349 8.0646 13.049 19.545 28.451 39.652 52.987 68.389

Exact 0.9901 3.8349 8.0646 13.049 19.545 28.451 39.651 52.983 68.380

with normalized coordinate s = x/ℓ and the non-dimensional wave-number β obtained as the

solution to the following transcendental equation,

tan(β) =
tanh(β)

1− 2ν tanh(β)/β3
(44)

where the parameter

ν =
kpℓ

3

EI
(45)

represents the relative transducer stiffness.

Figure 8 shows the first nine mode shapes of the beam with a pinned left support and a short-

circuit piezoelectric stack-transducer, with non-dimensional stiffness ν = 1000, supporting the

right end transversely. The mode shapes are normalized to unit displacement at the location of the

transducer. Red dashed curves represent the analytical solution (43), while blue solid curves show

the mode shape of the discretized beam model. Furthermore, the dots represent the displacement

at the 41 nodes used in the 40 element model of the beam. The red dashed and the solid blue curves

coincide, which validates the particular element discretization. This is furthermore confirmed by

the corresponding natural frequencies ωj in Table 3, where a relative deviation of less than 10−3

is observed for mode 9. In Fig. 8 the relative modal mass µj = mj/(ρAℓ) identifies the ratio

between modal mass and the total translational inertia of the beam. It is seen that minimum

relative modal mass occurs for mode 5, for which the authority of the transducer with ν = 1000

is therefore optimal. For the low-frequency modes (j < 5) the authority of the actuator is limited

because of the small displacement at transducer location at the right end of beam, while in the

high-frequency limit (j > 5) it is increasingly localized around the boundary and consequently

reduced. As demonstrated next, effective resonant damping of the vibration modes with limited

transducer authority is obtained by the proposed calibration formulae with explicit residual mode

correction.

5.2. Complex mode analysis

The free vibration properties of the damped structure are investigated by solving the eigenvalue

problem for the beam structure with the stack transducer shunted to a series or parallel RL

network. The frequency equations (1) and (6) are written in a compact state-space format, whereby

the complex-valued natural frequencies ωj can be derived from the eigenvalues to the corresponding
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Table 4: Design of piezoelectric RL shunt damping.

Transducer design

Desired damping ratio: ζd

Coupling parameter: κr = 8ζ2d

Correction parameters: κ′

r =
κr(kr/k

′

r)

1− κr(kr/k′

r)
, κ′′

r = κr(kr/k
′′

r )

Transducer parameter:
θ2

C
= κrkr(1 + κ′

r)

Shunt circuit calibration Series Parallel

Single-mode parameters:

λr =
1

(1 + κr)2
1

ρr =

√

2κr

(1 + κr)3

√

1

2κr

Shunt circuit parameters:

LCω2

r =
λr

(1 + κ′

r)(1− κ′′

rλr)

λr

(1 + κ′

r)(1− κ′′

rλr)

RCωr =
ρr

(1 + κ′

r)(1− κ′′

rλr)2
ρr

(1 + κ′

r)

state-space matrix, while the damping ratios are subsequently determined as the relative imaginary

part by the relation ζj = Im[ωj ]/|ωj|.
The RL circuit components are calibrated using the balanced calibration principle with cali-

bration formulae for the equivalent single-mode system given in the bottom rows of Table 1 (series)

and Table 2 (parallel). The balanced damping principle is based on equal damping ratio of the two

modes in which the original resonant mode is split by shunting with the RL circuit. Furthermore,

the dynamic amplification factor, DAF , of the resonant mode has a nearly level plateau around

the resonance frequency, within which DAF ≃ 1/(2ζr), [8]. The dynamic amplification factor

can therefore be chosen to define the desired damping ratio as ζd = 1/(2DAF ) for the targeted

vibration mode r. This is chosen as the starting point of the calibration procedure described in

Table 4. Initially the desired damping ratio defines the modal coupling parameter κr = 8ζ2d , as

demonstrated in detail in [20]. The flexibility ratios kr/k
′

r and kr/k
′′

r are then determined by the

expressions in (16) and (17), respectively, whereby the flexibility coefficient κ′

r can be determined

by Eq. (27), while the corresponding inertia coefficient κ′′

r follows directly from Eq. (33). The

transducer parameter θ2/C is then finally determined by Eq. (27).

The calibration procedure for the RL shunt circuit components initially determines the non-

dimensional single-mode parameters λr and ρr, according to the preferred calibration principle,

which in the present case is the balanced calibration with expressions given in Tables 1 and 2.

The actual inductance L and resistance R are then obtained by the expressions (34) and (35) for
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the series network or (39) and (40) for the parallel version, as summarized in the two bottom rows

of Table 4.

Table 5: Complex root analysis for ζd = 0.02 and κr = 0.0032.

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

κ′

r 0.1934 0.0425 0.0173 0.0087 0.0109 0.0170 0.0242 0.0327 0.0427

κ′′

r 0.0021 0.0049 0.0054 0.0053 0.0122 0.0229 0.0339 0.0455 0.0580

κ̃r/κr 1.0021 1.0049 1.0054 1.0053 1.0124 1.0233 1.0349 1.0475 1.0614

Series

LCω2

r/λr 0.8397 0.9638 0.9884 0.9966 1.0014 1.0062 1.0104 1.0142 1.0177

RCωr/ρr 0.8414 0.9685 0.9937 1.0019 1.0137 1.0296 1.0456 1.0622 1.0800

ζr
0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0201 0.0201 0.0201
0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0199 0.0199

ζ0r
0.0398 0.0283 0.0229 0.0208 0.0194 0.0181 0.0170 0.0161 0.0153
0.0032 0.0122 0.0172 0.0191 0.0201 0.0209 0.0215 0.0220 0.0223

ζ̃r
0.0200 0.0200 0.0201 0.0201 0.0201 0.0202 0.0204 0.0205 0.0206
0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0201 0.0202 0.0204 0.0205 0.0206

Parallel

LCω2

r/λr 0.8397 0.9639 0.9884 0.9966 1.0015 1.0063 1.0106 1.0145 1.0181

RCωr/ρr 0.8379 0.9592 0.9830 0.9913 0.9892 0.9833 0.9764 0.9684 0.9590

ζr
0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200
0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200

ζ0r
0.0339 0.0270 0.0226 0.0207 0.0194 0.0181 0.0171 0.0161 0.0153
0.0032 0.0121 0.0170 0.0190 0.0201 0.0211 0.0218 0.0224 0.0228

ζ̃r
0.0200 0.0201 0.0201 0.0201 0.0201 0.0202 0.0203 0.0205 0.0206
0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0201 0.0202 0.0204 0.0205 0.0206

In the following the transducer properties and electronic shunt circuit components are cali-

brated individually for the first nine vibration modes of the beam structure, with a desired damp-

ing ratio ζd = 0.02. Thus, the governing transducer parameters θ and C vary for each resonant

vibration mode r, representing a transducer with different properties. The results of the design

procedure and the corresponding modal damping ratios are presented for both series and parallel

shunt circuit components in Table 5 for the target mode from r = 1 to 9. It is seen that for modes

1 to 4 the flexibility correction factor κ′

r is larger than the corresponding inertia coefficient κ′′

r ,

while for modes 6 and upwards the inertia correction becomes increasingly important.

In the table the optimal values of the actual resistance and inductance are presented relative

to the values of λr and ρr for the idealized single-mode structure. Thus, for a damped structure

without significant influence from residual vibration modes these ratios are close to unity, as it is

seen to be the case for mode r = 5, which has previously been identified as the vibration mode

with best modal authority.
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For the series RL circuit the actual inductance and resistance for the first modes are smaller

than the ideal single-mode values because of the division by (1 + κ′

r) in Eqs. (34) and (35), while

for the higher modes the inertia correction becomes increasingly important and the inductance

and resistance ratios therefore become larger than unity as the factor (1 − κ′′

rλr) decreases cor-

respondingly. For mode 1 both optimal components are approximately 16% smaller than for the

single-mode system, while for mode 9 they are 1.8% and 8% larger, respectively.

The two damping ratios ζr for the split target modes are presented in the table in the order ac-

cording to the magnitude of the associated natural frequency. For the series RL circuit the desired

damping ratio ζd = 0.02 is attained exactly for the first six modes, while insignificant deviations

occur for the higher modes. The damping ratio ζ0r is obtained by a calibration without correction

for residual mode spill-over (κ′

r = 0 and κ′′

r = 0). In this case the damping ratio associated with

the highest of the two mode 1 frequencies is reduced by almost an order of magnitude to 0.0032,

while for mode 9 the damping of the lowest frequency is 23.5% smaller than the desired value

(0.02). The transition, where the smallest damping ratio shifts from the highest to the lowest of

the two frequencies, occurs in this case at mode 5 with maximum authority and a damping ratio

ζ0r = 0.0194 that is only 3% smaller than the targeted 0.02.

For the parallel RL circuit the relative inductance is similar to that of the series network, while

the relative resistance ratio is smaller than the ratio for the series circuit and even below unity.

Because approximations are not required in the calibration of the parallel shunt circuit the desired

damping ratio is reproduced exactly for all reported vibration modes 1 to 9. Thus, according to

the complex root analysis the optimally calibrated parallel RL shunt should indeed outperform its

series counterpart, although the discrepancies are insignificant in the present example. In Section

5.3 this is further investigated by a harmonic response analysis.

The generalized electromechanical coupling coefficient is often estimated numerically or exper-

imentally by the classic relation [1, 24, 25, 26]

κ̃r =
Ω2

r − ω2

r

ω2
r

(46)

The open-circuit natural frequency Ωr is inherently affected by spill-over from the residual modes

and κ̃r may therefore be used as an accurate estimate of the modal electromechanical coupling

coefficient κr. It has been demonstrated in [24] that κ̃r exactly recovers the analytical expression

for generalized electromechanical coupling coefficient θ2/(Ckr) when the explicit interaction with

residual modes can be neglected. The ratio κ̃r/κr in Table 5 is in fact close to unity for the first

couple of modes, demonstrating that κ̃r actually captures the residual mode correction represented

by κ′

r in Eq. (27). However, the ratio increases gradually with r as the residual mode inertia

implicitly affects Ω2
r in Eq. (46), while κr only depends on the residual mode flexibility κ′

r and the

inertia coefficient κ′′

r instead modifies the impedance function.
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Table 5 also presents the two damping ratios ζ̃r of the two split modes obtained by using the

estimate κ̃r instead of κr to determine the single-mode shunt circuit components λr and ρr. Thus,

the electromechanical stiffness θ2/C and the residual mode coefficients κ′

r and κ′′

r are identical

to those in the previous analysis based on κr, and the targeted damping ratio is therefore still

ζd = 0.02. It is seen that the use of the estimated value κ̃r also results in equal modal damping,

while the minor deviations compared to the desired value ζd = 0.02 occur because of the observed

difference between κr and κ̃r. Thus, the present calibration procedure is rather robust when the

correction with respect to the residual mode coefficients κ′

r and κ′′

r is included in the calibration

of L and R.

5.3. Harmonic response analysis

As resonant absorbers are primarily aimed at reducing harmonic response amplitudes the accu-

racy of the proposed residual mode compensation is illustrated by a harmonic response analysis.

The external load vector is defined as fe = Mur/(w
Tur), whereby the resonant modal load

fj = mjδjr (no summation) is by construction orthogonal to all non-resonant vibration forms

(j 6= r).

The dynamic response is assessed in terms of the nodal rotation ϕ1 at the left end of the beam

(node 1) in Fig. 7. The vibration amplitude is normalized by the corresponding static solution ϕ0
1

to determine the dynamic amplification factor (DAF ). The associated piezoelectric force f = θV

is normalized by the corresponding modal load fr.

Figure 9 shows the frequency response curves for the series RL shunt circuit. The left column

of figures (a,c,e) shows the dynamic amplification of the left end rotation, while the right column

(b,d,f) presents the frequency amplitude of the force exerted on the structure by the piezoelectric

transducer. The corresponding rows in Fig. 9 represent the amplitude curves when the targeted

resonant mode is r = 1 (a,b), 5 (c,d) or 9 (e,f), respectively. Thus, each row in the figure

corresponds to a particular transducer and shunt circuit configuration aimed specifically at a

desired damping ratio of ζd = 0.02. This implies that the dynamic amplification factor in the

left column of the figure is DAF ≃ 1/(2ζd) = 25 around the resonance frequency, as indicated

by the horizontal dashed line. As demonstrated in [8] for the mechanical tuned mass damper

the particular calibration of the damper parameter by a factor
√
2 below the bifurcation point

value implies that the frequency amplitude of the force acting on the structure retains a fully flat

plateau at the resonance frequency of unit magnitude when normalized by the modal load. This is

indicated by the horizontal dashed line in the right column of figures. The solid curves in Fig. 9 are

obtained by the present calibration procedure with correction for residual mode spill-over, while

the dashed curves correspond to the assumed single-mode calibration without correction (κ′

r = 0

and κ′′

r = 0).
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Figure 9: Series shunt: Dynamic amplification of end rotation (a,c,e) and voltage amplitude (b,d,f) for modes 1

(a,b), 5 (c,d) and 9 (e,f).

In the case of resonant mode 1 excitation (a,b) the severe detuning, resulting from single-mode

calibration without correction, implies that the dashed curve in the left column exhibits a very

significant resonant peak with a maximum dynamic amplification of 147.8, which agrees well with

1/(2 · 0.0032) = 156.3 obtained by the damping ratio ζ0
1
= 0.0032 in Table 5 for the series shunt

circuit. The corresponding solid curve, which represents the corrected calibration, is seen to retain

the desired level of dynamic amplification as indicated by the horizontal line. For mode 5 (c,d)

with large transducer authority and limited correction coefficients (κ′

r = 0.0109 and κ′

r = 0.0122)

the dashed and solid curves coincide, while for mode 9 (e,f) the significant inertia correction implies
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Figure 10: Parallel shunt: Dynamic amplification of end rotation (a,c,e) and voltage amplitude (b,d,f) for modes 1

(a,b), 5 (c,d) and 9 (e,f).

that for the low-frequency peak with modal damping ratio ζ0
9
= 0.0153 an almost 30% overshoot

in vibration amplitude is observed. For the piezoelectric force f = θV shown in the right column

in Fig. 9 the observations are similar to those for the dynamic amplification factor, with a severe

overshoot for mode 1, a quite accurate calibration for mode 5 and a more moderate discrepancy

for mode 9. Figure 10 shows the frequency amplitude curves for the parallel RL shunt circuit. As

for the series circuit results in Fig. 9 the solid curves for the parallel shunt circuit maintain an

optimal flat plateau, without any local through and peaks.
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6. Conclusion

The present paper improves the calibration accuracy for piezoelectric RL shunts by a con-

sistent procedure taking into account the spill-over from the non-resonant modes of the flexible

structure. The approach is based on the representation of the transducer displacement u in terms

of the displacement of the resonant vibration mode ur and two additional terms, u′

r and u′′

r , repre-

senting the flexibility and inertia contributions from the residual vibration modes of the structure.

Thus, an augmented single-mode structural model is obtained, in which the modal interaction

with non-resonant modes is explicitly contained by two non-dimensional background flexibility

and inertia coefficients κ′

r and κ′′

r , which are directly available from the numerical model of the

flexible structure. For piezoelectric shunt damping it is demonstrated that the residual mode

flexibility is directly absorbed by the short-circuit transducer capacitance, while the inertia contri-

bution is equivalent to a supplemental inductance and therefore conveniently included in the shunt

impedance. By the generic reinterpretation of the piezoelectric shunt circuit by the residual mode

contributions a pair of explicit correction formulae for the shunt circuit inductance and resistance

is obtained. Thus, any set of calibration formulae for the shunt circuit components, derived on the

basis of an assumed single-mode structure, can be corrected with respect to the interaction with

non-resonant modes by the expressions presented in Section 4. A numerical example verifies the

accurate shunt circuit calibration for an arbitrary vibration form, securing both equal damping

of the targeted modes and effective response reduction by correcting the pole based balanced cal-

ibration principle to compensate for the influence from residual mode interaction. Furthermore,

the numerical results indicate that the residual mode correction has a particular influence in cases

where the local transducer is placed indirectly on a flexible structure. This is effectively assessed

in terms of a representative modal mass ratio, such as µj in Fig. 8. For the present beam structure

the modal mass is large for the first modes because the amplitude at transducer location is rela-

tively small, whereas for higher modes it increases as the authority of the transducer is gradually

limited due to the increased waviness of the mode shapes.
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